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“People offer to 

ghost-write quotes 

for me, but being a 

writer, I always feel 

compelled to try to 

hammer something 

original and unique 

on my own. Too 

much misguided 

pride or vanity,  

I suppose.”

“Whenever you see bullets in Jim’s column, you know that he’s coasting that month.”
—JOM Editor Maureen Byko

 A popular columnist practice is to occasionally employ something known as a “notes” column. 
A notes column is essentially a compilation of related—or, at least, relatable—items of brevity 
and, hopefully, interest. Columnists who write notes columns argue that such a structure tends to 
yield a splendidly breezy and entertaining read. Editorial purists, however, cry foul and regard 
notes columns as the contemptible refuge of torpid writers unwilling to invest the intellectual 
energy necessary to craft a legitimate essay. I agree. . . . Still, that doesn’t mean that I won’t lay a 
notes column on you every now and again.
 How about now?
 One of my tasks as TMS Executive Director is to respond to periodic requests to supply a quote 
concerning this initiative or that undertaking. Colleagues offer to ghost-write quotes for me, but 
being a writer, I always feel compelled to try to hammer something original and unique on my 
own. Too much misguided pride or vanity, I suppose. As I’m a big believer in recycling, here are a 
few recent favorites: 

Concerning the performance of the TMS 2014 Annual Meeting & Exhibition: “With our 
greatest number of attendees in more than 15 years, a bump up in the size of our industrial 
exhibition, and an unprecedented number of sessions and presentations delivered, TMS2014 
was a remarkable event from my perspective of having attended 29 consecutive TMS Annual 
Meetings. Most impressive were the irrepressible good vibes that permeated the meeting. To a 
person, the feedback that I received was enthusiastic, positive, and encouraging. I expect to see 
all 4,315 people—and even more—when TMS meets again next March in Walt Disney World.”
Concerning the First TMS International Summit on Integrated Manufacturing and Materials 
Innovations (November 15–19, 2015, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania): “Within our professional 
materials community, one aspect that makes TMS unique is the cross-cutting nature of our 
membership and programs. We network extraction and processing with fabrication and 
application, upstream with down with back upstream again, industry with academia with 
government, fundamental science with commercial implementation, modeling and simulation 
with real-world implementation, and on with on and on. While 2015’s Summit on Integrated 
Manufacturing and Materials Innovations is a new TMS event, it is ultimately another clear 
manifestation of the integrated nature of TMS. 
Concerning the startup of Metallurgical and Materials Transactions E: Materials for Energy 
Systems: “Advancing materials solutions for energy and environmental challenges is a topic 
of great importance to TMS, and Metallurgical and Materials Transactions is certainly one 

forward to seeing how these two activities produce new synergies via an evolutionary ‘E’ 
volume of the journal. We have certainly assembled an exceptional editorial team that is 
making exciting things happen already.”
Concerning TMS working with Infocast to present Lightweighting: New Solutions; New 
Suppliers (May 20–21, 2014, in Detroit, Michigan): “TMS is pleased to collaborate with 
Infocast on this important summit, which we believe will help chart a practical course for 
corporate innovation and investment in lightweighting. This is an area rich in materials 
development and processing challenges as well as energy-saving and performance-

of effective strategies and tactics in a wide range of lightweighting areas, including creating 
new supply chains, achieving greater return on capital investment, satisfying government 
standards, elevating performance, and addressing sustainability.”

I have another quote in this issue as well regarding a special dinner for TMS Foundation 

never out of “notable” comments.
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	in the final analysis



